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Ákos Kopper                          Yukio Hatoyama and the Politics of Fraternity

All great historical ideas started as a 
utopian dream and ended with reality…
whether a particular idea remains as a 
utopian dream or it can become reality 
depends on the number of people who 
believe in the ideal and their ability to 
act upon it.
Count Richard von Coudenhove-Kalergi

IntroductIon1

Following the 30 August 2009 general elections, the LDP (Liberal Democratic 
Party of Japan)—the party that had ruled Japan for over fifty years almost 
uninterruptedly—fell from power. The Democratic Party of Japan led by Yukio 

Hatoyama accomplished a sweeping victory by gaining 308 out of the 480 seats of the 
Lower House of the Diet. The consequences of this change are not yet apparent, and some 
people worry about the future track that Japanese foreign policy will take. Underlying 
these concerns is the fact that in his campaign Hatoyama argued for changing Japan’s 
foreign policy priorities, demanding a foreign policy that was less dependent on the US and 
that maintained an equal distance from Asian states and from Washington. Furthermore, 
Hatoyama also expressed his wish to create a form of cooperation between Asian states on 
the model of the EU, proposing the creation of an East Asian currency bloc. These plans 
raised concerns in Washington, as some were worried that a dramatic shift could ensue 
in the US–Japan Alliance, which had been the cornerstone of the relationship between 
the two countries for many decades.2 More concretely, comments by Hatoyama and his 
foreign minister suggest that there could be a revision of the status of American bases 
in Okinawa, and a reassessment of Japan’s contribution to the war effort in Afghanistan 
and in the Indian Ocean—where Japan offers logistical support for US troops. It is for the 
future to tell to what extent the new government could live up to its aspirations both in 
domestic and in foreign policy; however, concerning the expectations of and hopes placed 
in the new government, the title of the article by the renowned Japan expert Karel van 
Wolferen is very telling when he asks the following question: Will Japan Finally Get a 
Cabinet That Makes Policy?3

In order to put the incoming government and its possible policies into perspective, 
this paper focuses on an essay written by Hatoyama himself, under the title Watashi no 
Seijitetsugaku [My Political Philosophy], in which he summarised his political credo.4 
The essay, however, offers not merely the opportunity to scrutinise the beliefs of the 

1 The author holds a Ph.D. in Japanese Studies. He works at the Japanese Department of Eötvös Loránd 
University of Budapest, Hungary.

2 Karel van Wolferen: “Will Japan Finally Get a Cabinet That Makes Policy?”. Yale Global, http://yale-
global.yale.edu/content/will-japan-finally-get-cabinet-makes-policy#, 10 September 2009.

3 “U.S. Is Seeing Policy Thorns in Japan Shift”. New York Times, 9 September 2009.
4 Yukio Hatoyama: “Watashi no Seijitetsugaku”. Voice, http://www.hatoyama.gr.jp/masscomm/090810.

html, 13 September 2009.
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Prime Minister but also the opportunity to place his aspirations within the context of 
Japanese political history of the past fifty years. This is all the more so as Hatoyama in his 
work refers back to the legacy of his grandfather, Ichiro Hatoyama—the prime minister 
of Japan in the 1950s—to whom Yukio claims himself to be the political heir. Although 
there are over fifty years separating the two Hatoyamas, the problems which they are 
confronted with and the solutions that they offer are staggeringly similar in nature. Even 
though the world seems to have turned 180 degrees, it seems that in Japan the fifty years 
of LDP rule have created a sort of political standstill.

The paper will attempt to put the challenges that the present Hatoyama government 
faces into historical perspective, and it will argue that the perennial question for Japanese 
foreign policy has been the same in the past fifty years, in fact the same ever since the 
Americans forced Japan to open up to the world: namely, how and where to place Japan 
between Asia and the West. Finding the appropriate answer for this question—and devising 
policies according to this—has never been easy, both because of external constraints and 
because neither belonging to Asia nor to the West (where the West was synonymous with 
modernisation, and later with globalisation) neatly fitted Japan’s self-image. To reframe 
the same question in realist parlance, it has always been a dilemma for Japan how to 
strike a balance between the US (standing for the West) and China (representing Asia). 
It is perhaps by understanding the schizophrenic situation of being caught between these 
two great powers, with both of which Japan has an ambiguous love–hate relationship, that 
one can see the attractiveness of the model of the EU for Hatoyama, by promising a way 
of politics that overcomes the need to follow the logic that requires constant balancing 
between these two poles of power (even if frequently China is hardly more than a promise 
of a great power, rather than an actual one).

the Idea of YuAI—fraternIty

Yukio Hatoyama belongs to the fourth generation of politicians in a family that 
could perhaps be called Japan’s most prominent family of politicians, one that 
some tend to call the Kennedy family of Japan. His great-grandfather, Kazuo 

Hatoyama, was the speaker of the House of Representatives, his grandfather, Ichiro 
Hatoyama, was both the architect of the Liberal Democratic Party and the Prime Minister 
of Japan in the 1950s, and his father served as minister of finance in the post-war era. In 
fact one could claim that the story of the Hatoyama family is so intertwined with the story 
of modern Japanese politics that to tell the story of one is also to tell the story of the other. 
All the more so if we realise that in the post of Prime Minister Ichiro Hatoyama followed 
Shigeru Yoshida,5 whose grandson Aso Taro6 happened to be the prime minister whom 
Yukio Hatoyama defeated in the August elections.

5 Prime minister of Japan from 1946 to 1947 and from 1948 to 1954.
6 Prime minister of Japan from 2008 to 2009.
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Despite the tradition within the family of being engaged in politics, Yukio Hatoyama 
was not obsessed with politics from his early years, but studied to become an engineer 
and received his PhD in engineering from Stanford University. Although later he shifted 
towards politics—and having spent some time in the LDP, deserted it  and contributed 
to the creation of the Democratic Party of Japan7—he never adopted the typical manners 
associated with a Japanese politician. Partly due to this, and partly due to his unusual looks 
for a Japanese politician, the nickname alien was given to him. Some doubt whether he 
is up to the job of the Prime Minister, given his idealism, and his reluctance to recognise 
the Machiavellian aspects of daily politics. Former Prime Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone8 
pointed out critically that Hatoyama’s ideals would soon melt like ice cream in the harsh 
realities of politics. Responding to his critics, Hatoyama expressed deep disappointment 
with the prevailing practices of politics, where politicians are predominantly driven by 
personal ambition and interest. He pointed out the following in a magazine article in 1996: 
“Politicians lost their self-respect: instead of winning elections for the sake of policies, 
they use policies for the sake of winning elections. They become Diet members for the 
sake of becoming ministers, not for the sake of legislating national policies.”9 In his essay 
Watashi no Seijitetsugaku he argues that politics should be reconquered for man—i.e. 
citizens—who should again be considered as the ends and not the means of politics. He 
summarised the essence of his political credo through the concept of fraternity, or yuai.

The notion of fraternity originates in the slogans of the French Revolution, liberté, 
equalité, fraternité, and it was Yukio’s grandfather Ichiro Hatoyama who first placed 
it on his political banner. In Watashi no Seijitetsugaku, Yukio Hatoyama invokes his 
grandfather’s ideals and the idea of fraternity—yuai—as the model to follow.

Ichiro Hatoyama was a prominent politician already before the Second World War; 
nevertheless, due to the critical stance he took towards Hideki Tojo’s military government 
during the war, he had to spend the war years in exile from politics in his villa at Karuizawa. 
It was during his stay in seclusion that he came across the book The Totalitarian State and 
Man, written by Richard Nikolaus Eijiro von Coudenhove-Kalergi.10 This book, in which 
he came across the idea of fraternity, made such a deep impression on Ichiro Hatoyama 
that he decided to translate the work into Japanese.

In his book Coudenhove-Kalergi argued that the principles of liberty and equality 
in themselves are not enough to create the basis of a modern society, as they need to be 
supplemented by the notion of fraternity: without fraternity, liberty can lead to anarchy 
while equality can lead to tyranny. In his essay Yukio Hatoyama explained this as follows: 
“Liberty can often result in an unrestrained environment where the strong prey upon the 
weak. Equality can easily result in a malevolent form of equality where all differences are 
criticised.”11 When translating the book Ichiro Hatoyama decided to pick the word yuai for 

  7 Democratic Party of Japan: Minshuto.
  8 The prime minister of Japan from 1982 to 1987.
  9 Mayumi Itoh: The Hatoyama Dynasty: Japanese Political Leadership through the Generations. New 

York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2003. p. 220.
10 Count Richard Nikolaus Eijiro von Coudenhove-Kalergi was born in Tokyo in 1894, the son of the 

ambassador of Austria-Hungary in Japan and Mitsuko Aoyama.
11 Hatoyama: op. cit.
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fraternity, and made yuai philosophy the cornerstone of his political vision. This fraternity 
[yuai] expresses the need for men to respect one another mutually, to understand one 
another, to tolerate others and also to help them. In other words, while a man should have 
dignity, he should also respect the freedom and dignity of others. In order to propagate his 
views Ichiro Hatoyama founded the yuai youth association, which still exists today, with 
Yukio Hatoyama as its permanent advisor.

Following his grandfather, Yukio Hatoyama accorded yuai the central position in his 
political philosophy, and he talks about the realisation of yuai policies and a yuai foreign 
policy. In his talk at the UN, already as Prime Minister, he argued that there are urgent 
challenges for the world to face, challenges on which Japan cannot turn its back, and in the 
spirit of yuai Japan will attempt to become a bridge between the Orient and the Occident, 
between developed and developing countries and diverse civilisations.12

In addition to his ideas about fraternity Coudenhove-Kalergi also made a great 
impression on Yukio as the founder of the Pan-Europa movement. Coudenhove-Kalergi 
created the movement in 1923, and later organised it together with Otto von Habsburg. 
The movement is recognised by many as the forerunner of the EU. Yukio believes that 
Pan-Europeanism and the integration of the European Union should be taken as a model 
for Asian countries and that Japan should aim at creating a kind of “Asian Union”. When 
he is warned that his ideas sound utopian at the present, he argues that at the time of 
Coudenhove-Kalergi the idea of the Pan-European movement was likewise illusory, 
nevertheless it merely took half a century, and the vision of Coudenhove-Kalergi turned 
into a reality.

Japan between asIa and the west

Yukio Hatoyama locates the intriguing dilemma for Japanese foreign policy in 
Japan’s being located between two great powers. As he puts it, “How should 
Japan maintain its political and economic independence and protect its national 

interest when caught between the United States, which is fighting to retain its position 
as the world’s dominant power, and China, which is seeking ways to become one?”13 
This dilemma, how to place Japan between Asia and the West, is not new, however, as 
it has been the perennial question of Japanese foreign policy ever since the black ships 
of Commodore Perry arrived in Japan and forced Japan to end its policies of seclusion 
[sakoku] and to open up towards the West.

This problem of situating Japan between East and West, argues the writer Oe 
Kenzaburo, creates an ambiguity for Japanese identity and penetrates both the Japanese 
state and the Japanese people. Does Japan belong to Asia? And if so, is Japan to be primus 
inter pares? Also, how does being Asian fit together with modernity, as modernity tends 
to imply belonging to the West? It is this ambiguity of identification—which is partly 

12 “Address by H. E. Dr. Yukio Hatoyama Prime Minister of Japan at the Sixty-Fourth Session of the 
General Assembly of the United Nations”. Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan, http://www.mofa.
go.jp/policy/un/assembly2009/pm0924-2.html, 24 September 2009.

13 Hatoyama: op. cit.
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cultural but which also directly influences Japan’s place in international affairs and the 
priorities of Japanese foreign policy—on which Oe Kenzabure focused in his speech when 
he received the Nobel Prize for literature in 1996, when he explained the following:

The modernisation of Japan has drawn on learning from and imitating the West. 
Yet Japan is situated in Asia and has firmly maintained its traditional culture. This 
ambiguous orientation drove Japan into a position of an invader in Asia. On the 
other hand, the culture of modern Japan though roughly open to the West has long 
remained something obscure and inscrutable to the West, or at least a barrier to 
understanding by the West. What was more, Japan was isolated from other Asian 
countries, not only politically but also socially and culturally… What I call Japan’s 
“ambiguity” in my lecture is a kind of chronic disease that has been prevalent 
throughout the modern age.14

 [From Oe Kenzabur’s speech on the occasion of
receiving the Nobel Prize in literature 1994]

As Kenzaburo argues, while Japan frequently seems ambiguous for external observers, 
this ambiguity is rooted not merely in the lack of understanding of Japan but also partly 
in the perplexity of the Japanese: how to define themselves, situated as they are between 
Asia and the West.

During the Meiji times, in response to the arrival of the Western powers—and their 
demand to open the country up for Western ships and merchants—Japan opted for the 
westernisation of the country in the name of civilisation and enlightenment [bunmei-
kaika]. Fukuzawa Yukichi—probably the most prominent public intellectual of Meiji 
Japan—propagated this in 1884 with the slogan datsua-nyuo, meaning to depart from 
Asia and enter the West. Modernisation so conceived, however, also meant Japan’s joining 
the great powers of the time and entering the political game of colonising Asia in the 
manner of the Western powers.

In this period, the way to resolve the tension between being Asian and being, or 
becoming, Western was to claim that Japan had an indisputable leading role within Asia, 
and that Japan was to be the one to represent Asians on the world stage, given its superior 
position among Asian nations. Gradually, however, being Asian began to transform into 
an opposition to the West, as Japan shifted towards Pan-Asianism. In terms of  slogans 
this meant proclaiming the aim to  free Asian nations from Western colonisers, that 
culminated in 1940 in the introduction of the idea of the Great Asian Co-Prosperity 
Sphere [Daitoa kyoeiken] with the purported aim of freeing Asia for the Asians with 
Japanese leadership15 (While the official propaganda was paternalistic and relied on the 
idea of Japanese dominance, at the same time one should acknowledge that there were 
Japanese who supported the cause of Asian independence with more egalitarian ideas 

14 E. Taylor Atkins: Blue Nippon: Authenticating Jazz in Japan. Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 
2001. p. 272.

15 �n the philosophical plane, this refl ected an intense criticism of Western culture and Western individu-�n the philosophical plane, this reflected an intense criticism of Western culture and Western individu-
alism, which were regarded as having infected indigenous Oriental culture. See Jan Buruma –Avishai 
Margalit: Orientalism, the West in the Eyes of its Enemies. New York: Penguin Press, 2005.
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in mind: Miyazaki Toten16 could be quoted as an example). Despite this propaganda, 
however, the Japanese wartime activities intended to “free Asia”, once the reality of the 
Japanese “liberators” reached those Asian peoples, left memories among the latter that 
are difficult to overcome, creating a legacy that has raised suspicions about Japanese 
intentions ever since.

When trying to capture the essence of Japanese foreign policy since the end of the 
Second World War, Oguma Eiji suggests seeing Japanese policies as occupying a limbo 
between Asia and the West, where the fervour with which Japan defined itself as belonging 
to one or to the other was dependent on the economic and political conditions of the 
moment. While the metaphor of “limbo” is very suggestive, it must be realised that it was 
firmly constrained by a bias towards Washington, as after the Second World War the US 
became the primary point of reference for Japanese foreign policy. Although an alliance 
with Washington was a given, how to manage the alliance was a question that gave rise to 
intense debates in Japan seeking to find ways for the country to manoeuvre with its ‘hands 
tied’. This increasingly became a hot topic, as Japan caught up economically and by the 
1980s was regarded as an equal match in economic terms for the US. Concomitantly 
voices in Japan became more assertive, which is epitomised by the book in the late 1980s 
by Shintaro Ishihara, the conservative governor of Tokyo, The Japan That Can Say ‘No’. 
This book is a typical example of the demands that came to the surface demanding an 
equal relationship in the US–Japanese relationship and an independent Japanese foreign 
policy.

At the same time the question how to manage relations with Asia—first and foremost 
meaning China—was a constant challenge during the post-war years, as many believed 
that Japan’s economic interests made it a prerequisite for the country, and even its destiny, 
to improve its relations with China, a view that became stronger and stronger as China 
underwent a spectacular economic development. Today China is increasingly regarded as 
a rival—a power that is finally realising its potential—which requires Japan to reassess its 
relation both to Asia and to the rest of the world.

When Hatoyama emphasises the point that Japan could create an equal relationship 
with the US, while at the same time could strengthen relations with Asian states, arguably 
we are merely entering just another phase of the limbo of Japan balancing between two 
poles, maximising security and economic interests. Hatoyama argues that we are in a 
world which is moving away from US hegemony and moving towards multi-polarity, 
where Japan could easily find itself caught between a US fighting to retain its power 
and a China challenging it by aspiring to become a dominant power. For Japan in such a 
situation Hatoyama proposes to promote regional integration, all the more so as he believes 
that multilateral forms of cooperation tend to be superior to bilateral ones, especially in 
resolving disputes of a territorial and security-related nature. Hence he points to the EU 
as the model that Japan should promote for Asian countries to pursue.17

16 Hatsuse Ryuhei: “Pan-Asianism in International Relations, Prewar, Postwar and Present”. In: Pan-
Asianism in Modern Japanese History: Colonialism, Regionalism and Borders (ed. by Sven Saaler – Victor 
Koschman). London – New York: Routledge, 2007.

17 Hatoyama: op. cit.
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the Grandfather IchIro hatoyama and polItIcal Déjà Vu

Having discussed the general position of Yukio Hatoyama with regard to politics 
and his vision of fraternity, or yuai, it is time to dwell on details of policy and 
to highlight three fields in which he has the ambition to implement significant 

changes in Japan. Given that he refers to his grandfather Ichiro Hatoyama in formulating 
his political credo, it seems interesting to discuss the main concerns that preoccupied 
Ichiro Hatoyama fifty years ago and that preoccupy Yukio Hatoyama today, in parallel, as 
these show a staggering resemblance, as if in political terms time has been standing still 
in Japan. Even if this may be an exaggeration, it is fair to say that the challenges for Yukio 
Hatoyama are, albeit in a different context, yet very similar to the challenges with which 
Ichiro Hatoyama was confronted.

Ichiro Hatoyama was considered by many as the first choice for Prime Minister after 
the Second World War. Yet, because he was purged by the US authorities—many believe 
without reason—he became inappropriate for the job. Thus it was Shigeru Yoshida who 
took the position of Prime Minister in the early 1950s. The two men started off as political 
allies, and there was a tacit agreement between them that once Hatoyama was no longer 
hindered from taking the job Yoshida would step down on his behalf. Later, however, 
Yoshida reneged on his promise, and a bitter struggle for power ensued in conservative 
circles in Japan, only at the end of which could, finally, Hatoyama take the seat of the 
prime minister.18 Arguably there were three areas in which Ichiro Hatoyama wanted to 
alter the rule of his predecessor, which were as follows: to reform the constitution, to 
increase the accountability of the bureaucracy, and finally to steer Japan towards a more 
independent foreign policy. Let us look at these in turn, and along with each the way in 
which the problems are coming to the fore for Yukio Hatoyama today—fifty years later—
giving one the feeling of experiencing a political déjà vu.

Revising the Constitution

Following the Second World War the new constitution introduced in Japan was 
peculiar not merely as it was in fact written by a foreign power, but also because 
it included Article 9, according to which Japan renounced forever the sovereign 

right to use force in resolving international disputes and along with this also the intention 
of maintaining a military force.19 The problems with this Article 9 of the constitution, 
however, came to the fore soon after the war, as Article 9 became an obstacle to US 

18 F. C. Jones: “The Political Situation in Japan”. International Affairs, Vol. 31. No. 2. (1955). pp. 159–
166; p. 160.

19 The text is not without contradiction, as upon the request of the Far Eastern Commission—composed 
of the representatives of the Allied Powers—the constitution also says that only civilians may hold 
a government position, somewhat weakening the strength of Article 9. See John Dower, Embracing 
Defeat, Japan in the Aftermath of World War II. New York: Penguin Press, 1999.
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desires to encourage Japan to rearm, as the world entered the Cold War and containing 
the Communist threat became the foremost priority.

Although both Shigeru Yoshida and Ichiro Hatoyama were willing to pursue some 
form of rearmament, they radically differed in their position over whether to alter the 
constitution. Yoshida insisted on preserving the pacifist constitution; he wanted to 
acquiesce to US demands by increasing the national police reserve and firmly rejected 
the idea of changing the constitution or creating a de facto army. Hatoyama, however, 
regarded this position as mere hypocrisy, and he was ready to revise the constitution—i.e. 
to create a “free constitution” [ jishu kenpo], a constitution written by the Japanese instead 
of the one forced upon Japan by the US.

While the issue of revising Article 9 of the constitution has come to the fore periodically 
ever since, no revision has taken place up to today. This is becoming more and more absurd, 
with Japan taking part in the War in the Gulf and in Afghanistan—even though restricting 
itself to offering only logistical support. On one occasion in 1999, when the question of the 
revision of Article 9 was debated and when the Obuchi government suggested that it was 
time to resolve unsettled post-war issues, Yukio Hatoyama—the first non-conservative 
Japanese politician to take this stance publicly—challenged the sanctity of the Article by 
also supporting revision. He suggested correcting the hypocrisy contained in Article 9, 
and admitting openly in the text that Japan indeed possessed military force and stating 
that Japan has the constitutional right to self-defence.20

Accountability of the Bureaucracy

The second issue on which Yukio Hatoyama plans to follow his grandfather is an 
attempt to break the power of the bureaucracy. Yoshida was relatively in favour 
of the bureaucracy—regarding them as gatekeepers who could keep politicians 

with their possible militaristic ambitions at bay—and was therefore in favour of 
strengthening the bureaucracy by means of the centralisation of authority.21 Ichiro 
Hatoyama, however, similarly to his grandson today, regarded the excessive power of 
the bureaucracy as a grave problem, and wanted, inter alia, to put an end to intimate 
ties between the business elite and the bureaucrats, and demanded more transparency 
within—and more political control over—the working of the bureaucratic machinery of 
Japan.

The excessive power without accountability that characterises the Japanese bureaucracy 
has been discussed by Karel van Wolferen in detail in his seminal work the Enigma of 
Japanese Power.22 In this book, and in subsequent articles, van Wolferen points out that 

20 See the article for three alternative proposals by Ozawa, Nakasone and Hatoyamain: Mayumi Itoh: 
“Japanese Constitutional Revision: A Neo-Liberal Proposal for Article 9 in Comparative Perspective”. 
Asian Survey, Vol. 41. No. 2. (2001). pp. 310–327.

21 “Japan: Defeat in the Diet” Time, 23 March 1953.
22 Karel van Wolferen: “New Hope for Japan: Why I Think It Could Finally Start Acting Like a Real 

Democracy”. The New Republic, http://www.tnr.com/blog/the-plank/new-hope-japan-why-i-think-it-
could-finally-start-acting-real-democracy#, 31 August 2009.
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the Japanese bureaucracy carries the legacy of the Meiji era, because it was devised by 
Yamagata Aritomo at the time with the exact intent to distance politicians from substantial 
decisions, and through the bureaucracy to preserve the rule of the Meiji elite.23

With regard to present challenges, van Wolferen asserts in a recent article that the 
daunting task of wrestling with the bureaucracy—the job that Yukio Hatoyama has in 
mind—implies nothing extraordinary, or at least nothing that would be extraordinary in 
any “normal” country. It would entail such tasks as getting rid of the custom that instead of 
taking part in policy debates ministers merely put their hanko—a personal stamp used in 
Japan for signing documents instead of a signature—automatically on documents prepared 
by administrative vice-ministers, or creating—finally—a national budget that honestly 
reflects state expenditures, which would mean getting rid of the practice of creating what 
is unofficially called the “second budget”, similar in size to the actual budget but allocated 
according to the free discretion of the bureaucracy. In addition to such technical matters, 
Hatoyama—in line with yuai principles—wants to override established bureaucratic 
routines that tend to neglect matters of social welfare and the concerns of citizens, just as 
much as he is in favour of delegating decisions to the lowest possible levels of government. 
He points out that his ambition is in line with the ideas of Coudenhove-Kalergi—who in 
his discussion of the concentric circles of human collectives was in fact talking about the 
principle of subsidiarity, which—Hatoyama asserts—is implied in the notion of yuai.

Independent Foreign Policy

Finally the third issue in which there is a parallel between Ichiro and Yukio is the 
question of foreign policy priorities. Fifty years ago there was a disagreement 
between Ichiro Hatoyama and Shigeru Yoshida over whether Japan should pursue 

an independent foreign policy. Yoshida was frequently criticised for following a foreign 
policy path subservient to US interests. While indeed Yoshida was more in favour of the 
Americans, it must be admitted that, during his time in office, before Japan could have 
signed a peace treaty with the US, he had little room to manoeuvre. Thus, for example, 
when in the Japanese Diet Yoshida said that he was in favour of Japan’s having equal 
relations with Taiwan and Communist China, it triggered immediate criticism in the US 
and Yoshida had to back down in order not to jeopardise the signing of the San Francisco 
Peace Treaty in 1952, and subsequently its ratification by the US Senate.24 Thus Yoshida’s 
hands were more heavily tied than those of Ichiro Hatoyama, who followed him into 
power just a few years later. That said, there was a considerable difference between the 
policies of the two. Ichiro Hatoyama was an ardent advocate of independent diplomacy 
[ jishu gaiko]. His objective was to realise Japanese sovereignty as much as possible, and 
thereby to conduct a multidirectional diplomacy [zenhoi gaiko] by improving relations 

23 On the legacy of Yamagata Aritomo in creating a political system in Japan where bureaucrats, and not 
politicians, rule, see Karel van Wolferen: www.karelvanwolferen.com/documentenmap/pdf/01Yamaga.
pdf.

24 Roy Denny: Taiwan: a Political History. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2003. p. 129.
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both with the USSR and with the People’s Republic of China.25 In the case of China 
this meant that he wanted to follow Britain’s “Two Chinas” policy, in other words not to 
give up relations with Taiwan in order to establish diplomatic relations with Communist 
China—a policy that Washington firmly opposed—while in the case of the USSR his 
objective was to conclude a peace treaty. It was the latter that was the historical triumph 
for Hatoyama to realise.

Although in 1952 Japan concluded a peace treaty with the Allied Powers in San 
Francisco, neither the USSR nor the People’s Republic of China was present at the 
conference, and thus with them Japan remained formally at war. In the case of the USSR 
this meant that unless Japan managed to conclude a peace treaty with the USSR, there 
was little hope for the return of the more than 500,000 Japanese prisoners of war in 
Siberia. Hatoyama regarded the return of the prisoners of war as a foremost priority and 
therefore he insisted on starting negotiations with Moscow, despite objections from both 
the US and the Japanese Foreign Ministry.26 When negotiations stalled in October 1956, 
Hatoyama decided that despite his ill health he should take the trip to Moscow and lead 
the negotiations in person. Although at the end of the day Hatoyama did not succeed 
in signing a formal peace treaty with the USSR (because of disagreements concerning 
the islands of Etorofu and Kunashiri in the north), nevertheless Hatoyama succeeded in 
issuing a joint declaration with the Soviet Union. Upon this joint declaration 560,000 
internees were released from Siberia and also the USSR subsequently supported Japan’s 
wish to join the UN. Although Ichiro Hatoyama’s success was hailed by the people of 
Japan, he realised that the rift with the US made his domestic political position unstable 
and that his trip to Moscow meant the end of his political carrier. Thus he resigned soon 
after he returned to Japan.27

The dilemma for Yukio Hatoyama, although in a very different political environment, 
is similar to Ichiro’s to the extent that similarly to his grandfather he also proclaimed the 
ambition for a more independent foreign policy that would create an equal partnership 
with the US, because, as he argued, a “National security that keeps Japan subordinate to 
the U.S. isn’t desirable.”28 While he emphasised the point that the US–Japanese security 
agreement should remain the cornerstone of Japanese foreign policy, at the same time he 
expressed his wish on a variety of issues to alter the policies of his predecessor. Namely, 
he has the following aims: to renegotiate the status and the relocation of the US base in 
Okinawa, to clarify the truth about an allegedly existing tacit nuclear agreement that allows 
the US to bring nuclear weapons to Japanese soil (of which not even all former Japanese 
Prime Ministers were informed by the bureaucracy, an additional example of bureaucratic 
secrecy),29 and also to consider terminating Japan’s involvement both in the war effort in 
Iraq and in Afghanistan, where Japan has been offering logistical support for US forces. 

25 Iriye Akira – Warren I. Cohen: The United States and Japan in the Postwar World. Lexington-Fayette, 
KY: The University Press of Kentucky, 1993. p. 26.

26 Itoh, The Hatoyama Dynasty, op. cit. p. 136.
27 Ibid., p. 135.
28 Yuka Hayashi: “Japan’s Hatoyama Sustains Family Political Tradition”. The Wall Street Journal, 

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB124908951974798603.html, 2 August 2009.
29 Jun Hongo: “Probe Launched into Four Secret Pacts with U.S.”. The Japan Times, 26 September 

2009.
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Offering logistical support for the US and sending the Japanese self-defence force abroad 
dates back to the First Gulf War. At the time Japan was heavily criticised for restricting its 
involvement in the international effort merely to signing a cheque at the end of the war to 
contribute to the expenses of others. In order to shed the image of being a freerider, sub-freerider, sub-
sequent Japanese governments decided to contribute more substantially to international 
war efforts. By this Japan could not only convince the US of its commitment and loyalty, 
but at the same time could also project the image of a “normal country”. Although as the 
result of her military contributions—even if only of a logistical nature—Japan became 
more similar to traditionally sovereign states, these “contributions to security” were not 
unanimously hailed in Asia, where memories of the Second World War are still vividly 
alive. Hence the Prime Minister of Singapore, Lee Kuan Yew, once remarked upon the 
Japanese effort that encouraging Japan to increase its military capabilities is like offering 
chocolate liqueurs to a reformed alcoholic30—a development considered to be threatening 
by many in Asia.

Given this historical legacy, Yukio Hatoyama and his cabinet plan to increase trust 
among Asian states, and Hatoyama has declared, for example, that he will refrain from 
visiting the Yasukuni Shrine, where Category A war criminals are buried alongside other 
victims of the Pacific War. At the same time Hatoyama has the vision of a cooperation 
that may evolve in Asia, on the model of the European Union, to offer a forum of security, 
while at the same time he also proposes the introduction of a common currency for the 
region. With these proposals Hatoyama aims to steer Asia out of its established political 
routines and to introduce a new form of cooperation in the region. Although China was 
formally positive about the proposal, it has been pointed out that there is a wide difference 
between China and Japan in conceiving such a regional cooperation,31 while at the same 
time there is still a lot to do to overcome suspicion, as Huang Jing, a Chinese political 
analyst from the National University of Singapore has claimed: “Some Chinese leaders 
are still very suspicious that this alliance can be used against China.”32 Thus there is still a 
long road to take to build confidence among Asian countries and Japan, and a lot for yuai 
diplomacy to master.

conclusIon

This essay has tried to put into perspective the political credo of the newly elected 
prime minister of Japan, Yukio Hatoyama. While it has introduced his political 
philosophy, at the same time it has tried to draw a parallel between the challenges 

that his government faces and the challenges that his grandfather, Ichiro Hatoyama, 
was facing more than fifty years ago. The paper has argued that there is a staggering 

30 Thomas Berger: “The Construction of Antagonism: The History Problem in Japan’s Foreign Relations”. 
In: Reinventing the Alliance: US–Japan Security in the Era of Change (ed. by G. John Ikenberry – 
Takashi Inoguchi). Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2003. p. 63.

31 “China Wary of Hatoyama’s ‘East Asian Community’”. The Japan Times, 3 October 2009.
32 Disha Uppal: “Japanese PM Proposes East Asian Community”. DW-World, http://www2.dw-world.

de/southasia/East_Asia/1.235609.1.html, 22 September 2009.
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resemblance in the situation of the two Hatoyamas: in fact, one has the impression of déjà 
vu. At the same time the paper has also pointed out that the perennial question for Japan 
has changed little in the past century: namely, how to locate Japan between Asia and 
the US—where the latter also stands for Western-style modernity and lately also stands 
for globalisation. The paper has identified the challenge—both in ideational and also in 
practical political terms—of balancing constantly between these two poles. Finally, the 
paper has suggested that although Yukio Hatoyama’s ideas on an Asian political union 
conceived on the model of the EU sound highly utopian at the moment, it was no different 
in the case of the European Union at the time of Coudenhove-Kalergi when he raised the 
banner of Pan-Europeanism. Coudenhove-Kalergi asserted, however, that ideas matter 
and they can make a major difference if many share a belief in them. Perhaps here one 
could add that similarly also personalities matter—for better or worse—if they are at the 
right time and in the right place, and are committed to seeing their visions through. It is 
yet to be seen whether Yukio Hatoyama and yuai philosophy can make a difference.
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